Trademarks of Cree Lighting, A company of IDEAL INDUSTRIES and/or its Subsidiaries

Trademark

4FLOW
4FLOW & Design
A BETTER LED BULB
AEROBLADES
AERODOME
AVIATOR
BETA LED
BETA LIGHTING & Design
BETALED
BETALED TECHNOLOGY & Design
CADIANT
C-LITE & Design (horizontal)(no tag)(B&W Block)
C-LITE & Design (horizontal)(no tag)(B&W)
C-LITE & Design (horizontal)(no tag)(Color)
CLITE & Design (vertical)(no tag)(B&W)
COLORFAST DELTAGUARD
CONNECTED & Design
CONSTELLATION
CPY250
CROWN-WELD
DELTAGUARD
ECONOLED
E-CONOLIGHT
E-CONOLIGHT & Design (Blue Crescent)
E-CONOLIGHT & Design (Crescent)
E-CONOLIGHT & Design (Reverse White on Blue Crescent)
ESSENTIA
EZ BAY
EZ CONNECT & Design
EZ WALL PACK
FILAMENT TOWER
FILAMENT TOWER TECHNOLOGY
IT'S PAYBACK TIME
KRAMER LIGHTING
KRAMERLED
LABOR-SAVER
LEDWAY
LEDWAY SLM
LIGHT REINVENTED
LIGHTING THE LED REVOLUTION
LIGHTING THE LED REVOLUTION & Design
LUMA
MICROMIXING
NANOOPTIC
NANOOPTIC & Design
NOCTURA
RUUD
RUUD LIGHTING
RUUD LIGHTING & Design
SHOWS COLORS TRUE AND NATURAL & Design
SLIDEWAYS
SMARTCAST
SMARTCAST & Design
SMARTCAST ADVISOR
SMARTCAST INTELLIGENCE PLATFORM
SMARTCAST LINK
SMARTCAST MANAGER
SMARTCAST WIRELESS CONNECTED PLATFORM
SOFT-VUE
STYLIZED C DESIGN (B&W)
STYLIZED C DESIGN (Color)
THE BIGGEST THING SINCE THE LIGHT BULB
THE BIGGEST THING SINCE THE LIGHT BULB & Bulb Design (w/ CREE logo)
THE BIGGEST THING SINCE THE LIGHT BULB (stylized)
THE EDGE
TRAVEYO
WAVEMAX
WE BELIEVE IN BETTER LIGHT
WE BELIEVE IN BETTER LIGHT & Design

Common Law Marks:

Trademark

227 SERIES
228 SERIES
304 SERIES
AR SERIES
AR22
AR24
ARCADIA
beta LED & Design
CANDLELIGHT DIMMING & Design
CPY-20L
CPY250 Fixture Design
CR SERIES
CR14
CR22
CR24
CR4
CR4T
CR6
CR6T
CR80
CR100
CR150
CS SERIES
CS14
CS18
CXB SERIES
DELTAGUARD & Design
DIAMONDFACET
DPT SERIES
DR SERIES
DR4
DR6
DS4
DS6
E-CONO+
E-CONO+ & Design
e-conolight & Design (black & yellow original logo)
e-conolight.com
e-conolight.com & Design (black & yellow original logo)
ESA SERIES
EXPERIENCE EXCEPTIONAL & Design
FLIP-CLIP
FP SERIES
LXB SERIES
OL SERIES
ONEBUTTON
OSQ
PRECISION DELIVERY GRID
PRO SERIES
QUICK SHIP & Design
RSW
RUL
SC6
SL24
SL40
SLIDEWAYS & Design
SR6
STYLUS
SYRIUS
TW SERIES
WS SERIES
WS4
XSP SERIES
XSP1
XSP2
XSPL
XSPR
XSPW
ZR SERIES
ZR14
ZR22
ZR24